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First a DISCLAIMER:
I am not a “psychiatric health professional” and do not represent myself as
About
these ads (hĴp://en.wordpress.com/about-these-ads/)
being licensed in any state, territory or country as a psychiatric health professional. Nothing in this
blog or any posts on our website, blogs, emails or any other communication is designed to treat any
conditions that require a licensed medical professional.
To put things clearly, I am a veteran “global private intelligence professional” who specializes in
“psychological operations” including the use of “conversational hypnosis” (I am certiﬁed as a
Master Trainer in NLP and can perform hypnotherapy for vocational needs), “Persuasion
sciences”, the proprietary technology known as “Context-Process Mind Control (CP. MC or C.P.
Mind Control)” and a huge collection of “other mind control and psychological weapons” used in
large scale economic warfare. Most of what we do is either condemned by mainstream psychology
professionals (though they secretly want to do it) or simply wriĴen oﬀ as “impossible – because
they can’t do it”.
Anyone that has experienced hypnosis – either as the subject or the hypnotist – has touched the
power of what can be done with the mind. Hypnosis is the boĴom end tool for what we do and we
usually use it to remove obstacles from ourselves and our operatives in a very overt manner.
Operatives by their nature want to remove limitations and open their mind’s potential as wide as
they can. Hypnosis can help deliver that in a most eﬀective way.
“Persuasion sciences” is a large bag of various professions and collections of knowledge. They may
be subtle, as in “subliminal persuasion” or they may be complex as with “binaural programming
and embedded imagery”. They may be more on the marketing end of things or they may be quite
covert in their delivery. They may be focused on a single person, small group or a nation’s citizens.
As for C.P. Mind Control, this technology cuts right to the mind’s natural behavior. We perform a
9 element proﬁle on the person, group or demographic and then we use that proﬁle to activate a
context state and then write a new process or rewrite a process within that context state. It is subtle
– almost undetectable and is permanent – becoming part of your normal mind operation.
Think about that for a moment. A Dark Lord can simply say a “hot word” that sets your mind into
a context state, then through a series of simple conversational “transactions” can completely
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transform your old belief structure into a new one. And you would not even know it was
happening! What could you do with this power?
Most people would answer that they would only use it to help others. That is the best answer, and
most people who have this power do use it for that purpose. Most – not all.
But wouldn’t you also be able to use it to improve your relationships? Maybe your income and
lifestyle? If you have the prosperity to aﬀord to help others, they you would, wouldn’t you? What
is holding you back now?
If you are like most people, the thing that holds you back is the lack of ability to recruit the help
you need to reach a prosperous lifestyle. You see, when people buy your products or services, they
are helping you as much as you are helping them. Beyond that, if you aren’t struggling to meet
your rent bill, you just may be able to aﬀord to give even more value to them than they can aﬀord
to give to you. How would that feel? (Continued in part 3)
For a look at how to change minds and thus change the course of the Nation, go here:
hĴp://www.padmagonpo.com/ (hĴp://bit.ly/bAK6qP)
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